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By Hormonius Young

Clocktower Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 300 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.8in.Summer in the Garden of Eros celebrates that delightful memory in many a mans life, a
youthful fling with a slightly older woman. Were talking about young people who are all in their
twenties, so the author originally published this story as Spring and his Summers, with his younger
self as May or Spring, and his slightly older seductresses as June or Summer. When the sensuous
god Eros demanded that his name be included (truth in packaging), the title became as you see it.
Hormonius Young was a handsome, strong, but lost (or not yet found) young artist with long hair, a
beard, and a guitar. For some reason, his life was continually graced by an irresistible attraction to
Spring-Summer or May-June romances. He and his women lovers were all in their twenties, the
oldest just thirty. His women were slightly older and more experienced. Many were jaded and hurt
by divorce and social straight-jackets of former unhappy marriages. For a young man, a relationship
like this is a learning adventure full of wonder, an initiation into mature emotions and sexual
delights with a woman of experience. For...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Romaine Rippin-- Romaine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Lyda Davis II-- Lyda Davis II
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